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INTERESTED IN TRYING LANDAX? SEND AN EMAIL TO SALG@LANDAX.NO

REPORTS
TOOLS FOR MONITORING AND MEASURING DATA

WHO NEEDS A REPORT MODULE?
The target group for reports is the entire organization, when results and
measurements are communicated from the management and used for
collective learning and improvement. Management is often the user group
that most actively uses monitoring and measurement in various areas.
The LANDAX REPORT MODULE can be used for monitoring and measuring
many different areas, depending on the needs of the individual organization.
Reports can show trends, tables and statistics relating to nonconformities,
sick leave, invoiceable hours, costs linked with quality nonconformities, faults
in equipment, stoppages, tasks completed, etc.
Landax aims to help customers with control and overview, and the report
module is an excellent tool for doing this. Constantly measuring and
monitoring central records ensures that the effect of your management
system is documented effectively at all times.

MONITORING AND MEASURING DATA

GRAPHIC DISPLAYS SUCH AS TRENDS, TABLES, STATISTICS, ETC.

RETRIEVES DATA FROM THE ENTIRE LANDAX SYSTEM
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THE LANDAX report module makes it much easier and more efficient to
constantly measure and report data to be reported, compared with traditional
data collection and manual report creation. It also paves the way for learning
and improvements that are easy to administer.
THE LANDAX REPORT MODULE makes it possible to create many different
types of graphs, statistics and tables with data and records from the entire

LANDAX system. If the many options in the flexible setup do not exactly match
requirements, reports can be adapted and enhanced still further by setting up
and using custom data filters.
Reports can be static, with dates and data selections from a specific period,
for example, or relative, such as “last quarter”, showing data selections from
the last quarter only.

LANDAX APP
THE LANDAX app offers excellent support for various

modules, with new modules being added all the time.
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LANDAX REPORT MODULE
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LANDAX REPORT MODULE
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LINKED AND RECOMMENDED MODULES

REPORTS
CRM

PROCESSES

DASHBOARD

PROJECTS

DOCUMENTS

RISK

LOCATIONS

CHECKLISTS

EMPLOYEES

EQUIPMENT

TASKS

FINANCE

PRODUCTS
Available in the Landax app
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CONTACT US:
+47 625 33 680
SALG@LANDAX.NO

WWW.LANDAX.NO

WHAT IS LANDAX?
Landax AS is a company that develops and sells software for quality
management, internal control, EHS, risk analysis, MOM, safety and
certification. Everything is developed in collaboration with the business
community.
We can also offer advice and coaching within quality management,
internal control and certification processes.

WHY CHOOSE LANDAX?
The Landax system comprises more than 25 modules and six mutually
supportive specialist areas. The six areas cover Projects, Quality, EHS,
Risk, MOM and HACCP.
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ADDRESS
Landax AS
Grønnegata 21A
2317 Hamar, Norway

CONTACT
+47 625 33 680
post@landax.no
www.landax.no
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